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The 10th anniversary edition of the New York Times bestseller and international classic loved by
millions of readers.The unforgettable, heartbreaking story of the unlikely friendship between a
wealthy boy and the son of his father's servant, The Kite Runner is a beautifully crafted novel set in
a country that is in the process of being destroyed. It is about the power of reading, the price of
betrayal, and the possibility of redemption; and an exploration of the power of fathers over
sonsâ€”their love, their sacrifices, their lies.A sweeping story of family, love, and friendship told
against the devastating backdrop of the history of Afghanistan over the last thirty years, The Kite
Runner is an unusual and powerful novel that has become a beloved, one-of-a-kind classic.
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The earth turns and the wind blows and sometimes some marvelous scrap of paper is blown
against the fence for us to find. And once found, we become aware there are places out there that
are both foreign and familiar. Funny what the wind brings.And now it brings "The Kite Runner," a
beautiful novel by Afghan-American Khaled Hosseini that ranks among the best-written and
provocative stories of the year so far.Hosseini's first novel -- and the first Afghan novel to be written
originally in English -- "The Kite Runner" tells a heartbreaking story of the unlikely friendship
between Amir, the son of a wealthy Afghan businessman, and Hassan, the son of his father's
servant. Amir is Sunni; Hassan is Shi'a. One is born to a privileged class; the other to a loathed
minority. One to a father of enormous presence; the other to a crippled man. One is a voracious
reader; the other illiterate.The poor Hassan is born with a hare lip, but Amir's gaps are better

hidden, deep inside.Yet Amir and Hassan live and play together, not simply as friends, but as
brothers without mothers. Their intimate story traces across the expansive canvas of history, 40
years in Afghanistan's tragic evolution, like a kite under a gathering storm. The reader is blown from
the last days of Kabul's monarchy -- salad days in which the boys lives' are occupied with school,
welcome snows, American cowboy movies and neighborhood bullies -- into the atrocities of the
Taliban, which turned the boys' green playing fields red with blood.This unusually eloquent story is
also about the fragile relationship fathers and sons, humans and their gods, men and their
countries. Loyalty and blood are the ties that bind their stories into one of the most lyrical, moving
and unexpected books of this year.

This is a truly magnificent book! Without a doubt one of the very best stories I have ever read, not
just because it is so beautifully written, but also because it is an important story. It takes place
during the last thirty years of turbulent history in Afghanistan, and deals with a family and their love
for each other and for their country. Author Khalid Hosseini no doubt has drawn heavily on his own
life experiences to bring us this story. He was born to a wealthy family in Kabul Afghanistan and
came to America as a political refugee in 1980. In The Kite Runner, Amir is the son of a prominent
Pashtun family; his best friend, Hassan is the son of their servant man and a Hazara, a much hated
ethnic minority. Despite their ethnic differences, Amir and Hassan are close friends throughout their
childhood, both of them always mindful of Hassan's servant status. The two boys grow and learn,
one of them privileged, the other deprived, both of them secure in the bosom of a prominent
Pashtun family, both loved by the patriarch of that family, while the winds of change blew
ceaselessly over the Afghan landscape. This story traces the lives of Amir and Baba his proud
Father, and of Hassan and Ali his Father and faithful servant to Baba. In July of 1973, the people of
Afghanistan woke to learn that while their King Zahir Shah was away in Italy, the Afghan monarchy
had been ended in a bloodless coup led by the King's cousin Daoud Kahn. For a while there was
peace in their lives but it was not to last. Before the end of that decade came first the Russians with
soldiers, tanks and helicopter gun ships, and when they left, came the years of wanton destruction
by the countless tribal war lords.
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